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Abstract: Forest ecosystems in the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere are significantly affected
by frequent extreme weather events. How different forest ecosystems respond to these changes is
a major challenge. This study aims to assess differences in the response of daily net ecosystem
exchange (NEE) of CO2 and latent heat flux (LE) between different boreal and temperate ecosystems
and the atmosphere to extreme weather events (e.g., anomalous temperature and precipitation). In
order to achieve the main objective of our study, we used available reanalysis data and existing
information on turbulent atmospheric fluxes and meteorological parameters from the global and
regional FLUXNET databases. The analysis of NEE and LE responses to high/low temperature and
precipitation revealed a large diversity of flux responses in temperate and boreal forests, mainly
related to forest type, geographic location, regional climate conditions, and plant species composition.
During the warm and cold seasons, the extremely high temperatures usually lead to increased
CO2 release in all forest types, with the largest response in coniferous forests. The decreasing air
temperatures that occur during the warm season mostly lead to higher CO2 uptake, indicating more
favorable conditions for photosynthesis at relatively low summer temperatures. The extremely
low temperatures in the cold season are not accompanied by significant NEE anomalies. The
response of LE to temperature variations does not change significantly throughout the year, with
higher temperatures leading to LE increases and lower temperatures leading to LE reductions. The
immediate response to heavy precipitation is an increase in CO2 release and a decrease in evaporation.
The cumulative effect of heavy precipitations is opposite to the immediate effect in the warm season
and results in increased CO2 uptake due to intensified photosynthesis in living plants under sufficient
soil moisture conditions.

Keywords: temperate and boreal forests; temperature and precipitation anomalies; net ecosystem
exchange (NEE) of CO2; latent heat flux; FLUXNET; antecedent precipitation index

1. Introduction

Boreal and temperate forests are considered to be the second and third largest forest
biomes, respectively, with a total area of about 43% of the world’s forests by 2020 [1].
Since the availability of water is one of the main limiting factors for most forest biomes,
modern global warming and changes in precipitation patterns can have a dramatic impact
on the functioning and production of these ecosystems [2–4]. In recent decades, the
frequency of extreme weather events, such as heat waves and droughts, floods and heavy
precipitation, typhoons, and squalls, has significantly increased around the world [5].
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These trends can have an extremely negative impact on forest ecosystems and increase their
vulnerability [3,6]. The resilience of forest ecosystems, especially to drought, may vary
among various forest biomes and is likely to depend on their functional traits [7]. Recent
studies have shown that the resilience of temperate forests is being weakened by climate
change and water scarcity, whereas boreal forests appear to be more resilient, probably
because they benefit from warming and CO2 fertilization [8].

Frequent summer heat waves and droughts in North America and Europe over the
past two decades have had significant impacts on forest ecosystem functioning, primary
production, and ecosystem respiration (ER) on both continents [9–18]. Extremely high tem-
peratures tend to significantly reduce the gross (GPP) and net (NPP) primary production of
forest stands on all continents [12]. Ciais et al. [9] found, from results of field measurements
and modeling experiments, that GPP over Europe was reduced by 30% during the heat
wave of 2003, resulting in an abnormal net release of CO2 into the atmosphere and reversing
the effect of 4 years of net carbon uptake by the forest ecosystems. The severe summer
drought of 2018 across northern Europe resulted in an increase in forest evapotranspiration
and a decrease in net ecosystem production (NEP) in only half of the forest stations studied,
despite the drought [17]. Xu et al. [12] reported different effects of high temperatures on
NEP in coniferous and deciduous forests from measurements at 34 forest sites in North
America. In particular, they showed that high spring temperatures had a positive effect
on NEP in coniferous forests but a negative effect in deciduous forests. GPP increased in
coniferous forests with higher spring temperature anomalies but decreased in the summer
months [12]. Mamkin et al. [19] reported that a positive temperature anomaly had the
opposite effect on GPP. In particular, it was shown that the GPP of a spruce forest ecosystem
in European Russia was not reduced under extremely warm temperature conditions during
the growing season of 2018 and that the forest ecosystem acted as a CO2 sink. This effect
was observed under a temperature anomaly accompanied by a negative precipitation
anomaly and increased solar radiation. Heat waves can also affect the ecosystem and soil
respiration rates [20]. Recent experiments have shown that, depending on local landscape
conditions, heat waves can lead to both large decreases and increases in soil respiration
rates [20–23]. In particular, Anjileli et al. [21] showed a significant increase in soil efflux,
on average ~26%, compared to non-heat wave conditions for several field sites in the
contiguous United States. A serious consequence of heat waves and droughts in temperate
latitudes can be the outbreak of pests and forest fires, which not only lead to the partial or
total destruction of forest vegetation but also directly and indirectly affect regional weather
conditions and climate [24–28].

Not only the extreme high temperatures but also the sharp drop in air temperature,
especially during sudden frosts, stress the functioning of the ecosystem, sometimes leading
to the destruction of living plants [29].

Abundant rainfall and resulting flooding can also negatively affect forest ecosystems
and significantly alter biogeochemical cycles in the ecosystem. Heavy rainfall tends to
result in high soil moisture, which leads to higher soil respiration rates [30–33]. This effect
is known as the “Birch effect” [34] and is manifested by a strong release of CO2 following
the rewetting of dry soils. Higher CO2 emissions are caused by the release of more nitrogen
and carbon from soils under wetting and drying cycles than from continuously wet soils.
Wetting after a continuous dry period also results in a higher degree of decomposition and
mineralization [35,36].

Extreme precipitation events can induce waterlogging of the area, thereby altering CO2
uptake by the ecosystem, and lead to flood-induced tree mortality [37]. Furthermore, heavy
rainfall and flooding can cause topsoil erosion with losses of particulate and dissolved
organic carbon from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems [38,39].

Therefore, existing experimental data, conducted in different geographical regions
and forest types, indicate a high diversity and even opposite trends in carbon balance and
evapotranspiration due to extreme weather events. Varying growth conditions and the
adaptation mechanisms of forest plant communities to external atmospheric influences
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(temperature and precipitation anomalies) lead to significant uncertainties in the identi-
fication of sustainable mechanisms and functional interactions of forest ecosystems with
atmospheric conditions. Studying the response of terrestrial ecosystems to extreme weather
events is challenging and requires new experimental and modeling studies. Different meth-
ods for analyzing and interpreting experimental data can provide a better understanding of
forest ecosystem processes, as well as a better prediction of how different forest ecosystems
respond to external influences. These studies should focus both on the temporal variability
of the carbon and water balance in individual forest ecosystems and on the analysis of
spatial differences in the response of forest ecosystems to external influences.

The global and regional networks of greenhouse gas (GHG) flux monitoring stations
(FLUXNET) can be very useful for assessing the spatial and temporal variability of GHG
fluxes and for describing the possible response of forest ecosystems to atmospheric forc-
ing [40]. Currently, global and regional FLUXNET networks include more than 1000 active
and historical flux stations. They use a common methodology for flux measurements based
on eddy covariance techniques. It is based on unified algorithms and software for data
post-processing and analysis, which provide good data comparability [41]. The stations are
evenly distributed over the different continents with different climate, vegetation, and soil
types. More than 50% of these stations have been in operation for more than 3 years.

The aim of our study is to assess differences in the response of the daily net ecosys-
tem exchange (NEE) of CO2 flux and latent heat flux (LE) between different boreal and
temperate ecosystems to extreme weather events (e.g., anomalous temperature and precipi-
tation). To achieve the main objective of our study, we use meteorological reanalysis data
as well as available information on turbulent atmospheric fluxes and meteorological pa-
rameters at mid-latitude flux measurement stations from the global and regional FLUXNET
databases [40]. Our recent study [42] based on FLUXNET data and similar methodology for
data analysis demonstrated significant variability in the response of tropical CO2 fluxes to
extreme weather events. It was shown that the relationship between the fluxes and extreme
temperature/precipitation varies drastically between the various ecosystems and even
within a biome, depending on geographic location, plant species composition, and season.

Despite numerous experimental and modeled studies on the response of boreal and
temperate forests to anomalous climate and weather events [3,9–17], there is still consider-
able uncertainty in identifying the response mechanisms of forest ecosystems in different
habitats to external atmospheric forcing. This is evidenced by differences in responses to
atmospheric forcing even among forest communities growing under similar environmental
conditions. Such differences are often related to different definitions of anomalous weather
conditions and their thresholds. In this study, we use the different approaches to define the
thresholds of anomalous weather events as well as anomalous fluxes, which allows us to
quantify the immediate and long-term effects of weather extremes on NEE and LE fluxes.
There is also a lack of regional and global generalizations of the response of mid-latitude
ecosystems to atmospheric forcing. In the current study, we propose a reasonable method
for selecting monitoring stations for analysis based on changes in the frequency of weather
extremes associated with changing climate conditions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Meteorological and CO2 and H2O Flux Data Sets

The archives of eddy covariance flux measurements and meteorological data inte-
grated into global and regional networks [40], providing access to historical data on net
radiation, CO2 fluxes, and latent and sensible heat fluxes, were used to analyze the flux
response to extreme weather conditions. The similar standardized equipment and data pro-
cessing software of the FLUXNET stations allow comparable time-series data on turbulent
atmospheric fluxes to be produced. To analyze the response of the daily NEE and LE fluxes
to extreme weather events in temperate and boreal forest communities, we used several
datasets, including the global FLUXNET [40], the regional AmeriFlux [43], the European
Fluxes Database Cluster [44], and AsiaFlux [45]. Unstable power supply, adverse weather
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conditions, and technical problems with equipment may result in numerous gaps in the
FLUXNET meteorological and flux data sets, particularly for temperature and precipitation.
To obtain continuous time series of meteorological parameters at selected flux tower sites
in our study, meteorological reanalysis data (the reanalysis produced by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, ERA5 [46]) were used. Temperature at 2 m
above ground with a temporal resolution of 3 h and precipitation amount with an hourly
resolution were used. The spatial resolution of the reanalysis data sets was 0.25◦ × 0.25◦.

A correlation analysis showed that there was strong agreement between the reanalysis
and the gap-free FLUXNET data sets for air temperatures. The R-squared values for the
temperature data sets exceeded 0.98 at 13 stations and ranged from 0.95 to 0.97 at 8 stations
at p < 0.05 (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1). Considering the strong compatibility
between the reanalysis and FLUXNET air temperature data, we used only the reanalysis
data in our study to ensure the consistency of the temperature data at different locations.
To determine the air temperature values at the FLUXNET station locations, the average
temperature values between 4 adjacent grid points were used. The agreement between
the precipitation rates obtained from the reanalysis and the monitoring stations was less
favorable, with R-squared values ranging only from 0.30 to 0.79. Thus, for 21 flux stations
with precipitation time series without gaps, we used in situ data, and only for 5 stations
where precipitation measurements were missing or had numerous gaps, the precipitation
time series were filled by the reanalysis product.

2.2. Selecting FLUXNET Stations for Flux Data Analysis

In our study, we examined the influence of extreme weather conditions on CO2 and
latent heat fluxes in boreal and temperate forest ecosystems. The boreal and temperate
forest biomes cover significant areas north of 40◦ N, with diverse climatic and landscape
conditions. The observed global increase in the frequency of extreme weather events varies
across regions, affecting natural ecosystems and CO2 and latent heat fluxes in different
ways. In order to highlight the response of forest ecosystems to extreme weather events
(temperature, precipitation), we focused on the areas with the most significant increase
in frequency.

The 95% quantile of the power density function (PDF) was chosen as the threshold
for extreme values of meteorological parameters. The PDFs were calculated separately for
each month of the year to exclude the influence of the seasonal cycle and then averaged
over the period from 1979 to 2021. The normal distribution for temperature and the Weibull
distribution for precipitation were used, which were found to be the most appropriate for
the continents [47]. For each grid point of the ERA5 reanalysis located on the continent
north of 40◦ N, the number of months in the reference period (1979–2021) in which the
temperature or precipitation exceeded (does not reach) the 95% (5%) quantile was calculated.
The changes in this number during the last few decades were then estimated.

2.2.1. Statistical Analysis of Temperature and Precipitation Trends

To compare the frequency of extreme weather conditions at the end of the 20th century
and the beginning of the 21st century, two periods were selected. To define these periods,
we first analyzed the trend changes in the temperature and precipitation time series.
The sequential version of the Mann–Kendall test statistic (SeqMK-test) [48–50] was used.
This method can be used to determine whether a time series has a monotonic upward
or downward trend. It can also be used to identify trend turning points in time series
(e.g., air temperature and precipitation). The details are provided in the Supplementary
Materials (S2).

For each year of the study period, we calculated the total number of grid cells in the
entire land area north of 40◦ N with trend turning points (Figure 1). The number of trend
turning points in each grid cell is shown in Figure 2. For air temperature, most of the trend
turning points occurred in 1996 and 1999 (Figure 1a). For precipitation, the trend turning
points occurred most frequently in the 1980s. However, they were more evenly distributed
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over the period (Figure 1b), and the number of trend turning points was much larger than
for air temperature (Figure 2). Despite the identified trend changes in individual grid cells
and regions, it was difficult to identify a unique trend turning point for the entire territory
of the mid- and high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, especially for precipitation.
Taking into account that for air temperature the maximum grid cells had a trend turning
point at the end of the 20th century, we decided to divide the analyzed period into two
equal time intervals (1980–2000 and 2001–2021), which were considered to characterize the
average climate conditions of the late 20th and early 21st century.
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2.2.2. Selecting FLUXNET Stations for Analysis of Flux Response to Extreme
Weather Conditions

For the selected periods, the number of months in which temperature or precipitation
exceeded the 95% quantile was calculated separately for the warm (April–September) and
cold (October–March) seasons. The difference between the late 20th and early 21st centuries
is shown in Figure 3 for air temperature and Figure 4 for precipitation. The regions with a
significant increase in the number of extremes are marked by an intense red color.
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September (a) and the cold period—October–March (b). Overlaid stations are the FLUXNET stations
located in the areas of maximum changes in extreme precipitation (dots), which were selected for
further analysis.

A total of 18 flux stations from the entire global and regional FLUXNET archives
(Figure 5) were selected to analyze the possible NEE and LE flux feedback of temperate
and boreal forests for extreme temperature and precipitation events, corresponding to
the regions with the highest increase in the number of extreme temperature (Figure 3) or
precipitation (Figure 4) events over the last few decades. Furthermore, eight additional
stations with very long and gap-free flux observation series and a consistently high fre-
quency of occurrence of anomalous weather events were also chosen. All stations were
assigned to 5 major vegetation types [51] according to the ecosystem classification used in
the FLUXNET archives: evergreen needleleaf, evergreen broadleaf, deciduous needleleaf,
deciduous broadleaf, and mixed forests (Figure 6b). The selected flux monitoring stations
are associated with various climate types according to the Köppen climate classification [52]
(Figure 6a). The information on the location of the flux stations, the period of observation,
the types of climate, and the characteristics of the forests are summarized in the Table 1.
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the number inside the circle—to the number of the monitoring station (Table 1).
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Table 1. The FLUXNET forest stations selected for analysis of flux response to extreme weather conditions.

Stations Long, Lat Elev.
(m) Vegetation Type IGBP Climate Type Forest Species Composition Age (Years) Height (m) Period

(1)
BE-Bra

51.31◦ N,
4.52◦ E 16

Mixed forests

Cfb, temperate
oceanic Pinus sylvestris, Quercus robur 94 21 1999–2014

(2) CA-
Gro

48.22◦ N,
82.16◦ W 340

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Populus tremuloides, Picea marian,
Picea glauca, Betula papyrifer, Abies

balsame
93 31 2003–2014

(3) CH-
Lae

47.48◦ N,
8.36◦ E 689

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Picea abies, Fagus sylvatica,
Fraxinus excelsior, Acer

pseudoplatanus
52–185 30.6 2004–2014

(4) US-
PFa

45.95◦ N,
90.27◦ W 470

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Populus grandidentata, Betula
pendula, Acer rubrum, Tilia

tomentosa, Alnus incana

110–
120 24 1996–2022

(5) TSE: Teshio
CC-LaG

45.06◦ N,
142.11◦ E 70 Conifer–hardwood mixed

forest

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Quercus crispula, Betula ermanii,
Betula platyphylla var. japonica,

Abies sachalinensis, Picea jezoensis
175 18–25 2001–2002

(6) CA-
Oas

53.63◦ N,
106.20◦ W 530

Deciduous broadleaf
forests

Dfc,
subarctic

Populus tremuloides, Populus
balsamifera, Corylus cornuta, Alnus

crispa
104 22 1996–2010

(7) DE-
Hai

51.08◦ N,
10.45◦ E 430

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus excelsior,
Acer pseudoplantanus, Acer

plantanoides, Carpinus betulus
250 33 2000–2012

(8) DK-
Sor

55.49◦ N,
11.64◦ E 40 Cfb,

temperate oceanic Fagus sylvatica 102 25.8 1996–2014

(9) IT-Col 41.85◦ N,
13.59◦ E 1560

Cwa,
monsoon-

influenced humid
subtropical

Fagus sylvatica 90 20.2 1996–2014

(10) US-Bar 44.06◦ N,
71.29◦ W 272

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Fagus grandifolia, Acer saccharum,
Betula alleghaniensis, Betula
papyrifera, Tsuga canadensis

120 19 2004–2017
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Table 1. Cont.

Stations Long, Lat Elev.
(m) Vegetation Type IGBP Climate Type Forest Species Composition Age (Years) Height (m) Period

(11) CA-
Cbo

44.32◦ N,
79.93◦ W 120

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Acer rubrum, Pinus strobus,
Populus grandidentata, Fraxinus

americana
107 22 1995–2020

(12) CZ-
BK1

49.50◦ N,
18.54◦ E 875

Evergreen needleleaf
forests

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental
Picea abies 27 12 2004–2014

(13) DE-
Tha

50.96◦ N,
13.56◦ E 385 Cfb,

temperate oceanic
Picea abies, Betula pendula, Larix

decidua, Pinus sylvestris 136 25 1996–2014

(14)
FI-Hyy

61.85◦ N,
24.29◦ E 181 Dfc,

subarctic Pinus sylvestris 80 14 1996–2014

(15)
FI-Sod

67.36◦ N,
26.64◦ E 180 Dfc,

subarctic Pinus sylvestris 100 12.7 2001–2014

(16)
IT-Ren

46.59◦ N,
11.43◦ E 1730 Cfb,

temperate oceanic
Picea abies, Pinus cembra, Larix

decidua 90 29 1998–2013

(17) RU-
Fyo

56.46◦ N,
32.92◦ E 265

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental
Picea abies, Betula pubescens 150 15 1998–2014

(18) US-
NR1

40.03◦ N,
105.55◦ W 3050 Dfc,

subarctic
Abies lasiocarpa, Picea engelmannii,

Pinus contorta 118 18 1998–2014

(19) CA-
LP1

55.11◦ N,
122.84◦ W 751

Csa,
hot summer

Mediterranean
Pinus contorta 97 15 2007–2021

(20) CA-
Ca3

49.53◦ N,
124.90◦ W 170 Cfb,

temperate oceanic
Pseudotsuga menziesii, Thuja

plicata, Abies grandis 35 8 2001–2021

(21) US-
Ho1

45.20◦ N,
68.74◦ W 60

Dfb,
warm summer

humid continental

Picea rubens, Pinus strobus, Tsuga
canadensis 130 20 1996–2020
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Table 1. Cont.

Stations Long, Lat Elev.
(m) Vegetation Type IGBP Climate Type Forest Species Composition Age (Years) Height (m) Period

(22) US-
Uaf

64.87◦ N,
147.86◦ W 155

Dwc,
monsoon-
influenced
subarctic

Picea mariana 85 3 2003–2021

(23) US-
Wrc

45.82◦ N,
121.95◦ W 371

Csb,
warm summer
Mediterranean

Picea rubens, Tsuga canadensis 500 60 1999–2015

(24)
IT-Cpz

41.70◦ N,
12.38◦ E 68 Evergreen broadleaf

forests

Csb,
warm summer
Mediterranean

Quercus ilex 100 10 1997–2009

(25) FR-
Pue

43.74◦ N,
3.60◦ E 270

Csa,
hot summer

Mediterranean
Buxus sempervirens, Quercus ilex 129 19 2000–2014

(26) RU-
SkP

62.26◦ N,
129.17◦ E 246 Deciduous needleleaf

forests
Dfc,

subarctic Larix, Salix, Betula pendula 190 20 2012–2014
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2.3. Data Analysis

Daily means for air temperature were calculated from 3 h and 30 min reanalysis and
flux site data sets, respectively. Daily precipitation was calculated as the daily sum of 1
h and 30 min precipitation data from reanalysis and flux sites, respectively. Temperature
anomalies were calculated by removing the daily mean, calculated for the period from 1991
to 2021.

In order to account for the delayed response of few-day wet spells as well as the impact
of prolonged drought on NEE and other components of the carbon budget, we additionally
used the antecedent precipitation index (API) in our study. In our case, this index can be an
indicator of soil moisture deficiency or surplus and therefore may be the best indicator to
describe the influence of precipitation on CO2 fluxes and evapotranspiration.

To calculate the API for each day of the year at the flux station, we followed Kohler
and Linsley [53] and Li et al. [54]:

API = ∑M
t=1 Pt kt (1)

where Pt is the precipitation in the tth antecedent day, M is the statistical number of
antecedent days, and k is the decay constant. In our study, we assumed that M is equal to
14 days and k is equal to 0.8.

Mean daily NEE and LE rates for each station were calculated by averaging 30 min flux
data sets. The gaps in the flux time series, caused by equipment and power failures, weak
turbulence, heavy rainfalls, etc., for all selected flux stations were filled out in our study
using the REddyProc package [55] and the algorithms described by Reichstein et al. [56].
The method was applied by taking into account the locations of most of the selected flux
stations in mid-latitudes between 40◦ N and 55◦ N, where this method provides reasonable
estimates [55] and does not produce the systematic bias in daily flux estimates that it
does in high latitudes [57]. The choice of method was also influenced by the simplicity
and robustness of its application for filling in gaps in experimental data series, although
it may be less accurate compared to more complex approaches based on process-based
mathematical modeling [58] and machine learning techniques [57]. Daily anomalies of NEE
and LE were calculated as the difference between the daily and monthly means of NEE
and LE over the available observation period at each station.

Extreme temperature periods were defined as periods when the daily mean temper-
ature anomaly exceeded the 95% quantile (for extremely high temperatures) or did not
reach the 5% quantile (for extremely low temperatures) of the probability density function
(PDF) [45]. The normal distribution for air temperature was used in our study as the most
appropriate for long-term time series analysis [47]. The PDFs were calculated for each
calendar month of the observation periods and averaged over the period from 1991 to 2021.

Two approaches were used to analyze the effect of precipitation variability on NEE
and LE fluxes. In the first approach, extremely heavy precipitation days were identified as
days with daily precipitation exceeding the 95% quantile of the power density function,
using the Weibull distribution for precipitation [47]. This method allows to highlight the
immediate response of the ecosystem to heavy precipitation to be highlighted, which is
mostly associated with increased soil respiration resulting in high CO2 emissions. However,
this approach is not suitable for identifying the effect of a precipitation deficit on NEE and
LE fluxes, because the lack of precipitation during one or several days in mid-latitudes
cannot be considered a stress condition for NEE and LE fluxes in temperate and boreal
forests. The effect of sufficient or deficient soil moisture may be more important for NEE
and LE fluxes than the effect of the presence or absence of precipitation. Soil moisture
depends on the cumulative effect of precipitation, which can be estimated using the API
index. Therefore, we used the second approach to determine the sensitivity of NEE and LE
to precipitation based on the API index.

Extremely high daily API anomalies were defined as anomalies above 1 standard
deviation (STD) of available time series at each station. To eliminate the influence of the
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seasonal cycle, the STD was calculated separately for each calendar month. The threshold
for extremely low API is the 5% threshold of the time series amplitude. The amplitude was
defined as the difference between the mean maximum and mean minimum API for each
calendar month averaged over the period 1991–2021. The STD threshold is not suitable
for low API because the STD is often greater than the mean API for a specific month, and
therefore, the values below −1 STD are negative, which is impossible for precipitation.

The extremely high (low) NEE and LE flux anomalies were defined as exceeding 1STD
(−1 STD) of the total time series for each calendar month separately.

The quantile thresholds were not applied to fluxes and API because their PDF types
varied significantly between ecosystem types, making it difficult to select the type of
theoretical distribution to approximate the empirical distribution of the data sets. In
addition, the short time series for ecosystem fluxes at several stations also made it difficult
to determine the appropriate theoretical PDF.

To analyze the relationships between temperature/precipitation and NEE/LE anoma-
lies, we first focused on the temporal variability of weather conditions (temperature and
precipitation) and associated NEE and LE flux anomalies. As an example, Figure S3 in the
Supplementary Materials shows the temporal variability of daily temperature anomalies,
precipitation amount, API, and NEE and LE flux anomalies for the forest station located in
the evergreen needleleaf forest of western Canada (CA-Ca3).

To quantify the relationships between the weather extremes and flux anomalies, we
calculated the percentage of days when the NEE or LE anomaly exceeded the STD values
while the temperature/precipitation exceeded the 95% quantile for the upper threshold
or the temperature (API) did not reach the 5% quantile (was lower than 5% of the am-
plitude) for the lower threshold. The percentage was calculated from the total number
of days on which one of the characteristics (temperature anomaly, daily precipitation, or
API) exceeded the threshold. Positive NEE anomalies are associated with increased CO2
emissions, whereas negative anomalies are associated with enhanced CO2 uptake. The
positive/negative LE anomalies are associated with increased/decreased evaporation. The
cases for which the total number of days above the threshold for temperature/precipitation
and fluxes was less than 10 days were excluded from the data analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Response of NEE and LE Fluxes to the Extreme Temperature Anomalies

The responses of NEE and LE fluxes to temperature changes in temperate and boreal
forests show a wide range of variation across different landscapes and over time due to
plant species characteristics, growing conditions, plant age, and adaptation to changing
environmental conditions. Intra-annual variability is determined by seasonal changes in
green plant biomass, as well as by differences in assimilation processes occurring in woody
plants during cold and warm periods. Overall, during the cold season, plant photosynthesis
is completely shut down in deciduous forests, and it is strongly inhibited in evergreen
forests. During the growing season, in the warm half of the year, photosynthesis and
respiration of plants increase significantly under favorable temperature, solar radiation,
and soil moisture conditions for plant growth for both evergreen and deciduous tree species
after the appearance of leaves. Anomalous weather conditions can affect tree functioning
and growth, resulting in changes in NEE and LE fluxes.

In order to highlight the specific response of woody plants under different growing
conditions in different seasons to anomalous weather conditions, we considered the re-
sponse of forest ecosystems to external forcing in the warm and cold seasons separately.
The beginning and end of the warm season are associated with a steady transition of the
mean daily temperature through zero for at least seven consecutive days. For several
stations located in warm climates with prevailing positive temperatures (e.g., station in
the Mediterranean region), the seasonal transition was determined by the sharp change in
gross primary production (GPP) values observed during leaf emergence and leaf fall.
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3.1.1. Variation in NEE and LE Flux in Warm Season

In all considered forest types and forest ecosystems during the warm season, extremely
hot conditions (temperature anomalies exceeding the 95% quantile) were mostly associ-
ated with increased CO2 release into the atmosphere (positive NEE anomalies exceeding
STD are presented by red bars in Figures 7–10; positive trends in NEE anomalies with
increasing temperature are also shown in Figure S4.1). There was also a tendency for
the NEE anomaly to decrease as the temperature anomaly increased for most stations
(Figure S5.1). The highest percentage of hot days accompanied by a positive NEE anomaly
exceeding STD (up to half of all hot days) was observed in the evergreen coniferous forests
(Figure 7a). Extremely high temperatures stressed photosynthesis and reduced the GPP
rate of forest ecosystems. As a result, more CO2 was released into the atmosphere. It
is noteworthy that the negative NEE anomalies (blue bars) also occurred during the hot
periods (Figure 7a), but the percentage of days with them was much lower (6–15%). The
increase in temperature anomaly was accompanied by a prevailing decrease in CO2 uptake
or an increase in CO2 release (Figure S5.2). Exceptions are two stations located in Finland
(FI-Hyy) and the United States (US-NR1), where the probability of positive and negative
NEE anomalies was almost equal. The Niwot Ridge experimental site (US-NR1) is located
in a subalpine forest ecosystem at an elevation of 3050 m [59]. The Hyytiala site (FI-Hyy) is
located in a homogeneous 60-year-old pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) forest stand [60]. Sufficient
soil moisture conditions due to uniform precipitation distribution throughout the year,
including the period of strong positive temperature anomalies, may be a key reason for
the equal probability of positive and negative NEE anomalies observed during extremely
high temperatures.

The inverse response of NEE to high temperature was found at the evergreen conif-
erous forest station Bily Kriz in the Czech Republic (CZ-BK1). The dominant tree species
in the forest is the 40-year-old Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) [61]. The results
show that in the forest, higher CO2 uptake (blue bar) occurred more often during the hot
periods (Figure 7a). The Bily Kriz forest site is located in a hilly region (elevation about
900 m above sea level) and is characterized by a relatively high amount of annual precipita-
tion (>1300 mm), which provides sufficient soil moisture conditions and may ensure low
sensitivity of young forest stand to positive temperature anomalies [62].

In mixed forests and evergreen broadleaf forests (Figure 8a), as well as in deciduous
broadleaf and needleleaf forests (Figure 9a), positive NEE flux anomalies above STD,
corresponding to high CO2 release, also dominated under extremely high temperatures,
but the percentage of days was lower. The lower effect of high temperatures on plant
photosynthesis and CO2 uptake in these forests compared to the evergreen needleleaf
forests may be due to the higher sensitivity and vulnerability of dark coniferous forest
stands to higher temperatures and positive temperature anomalies [9,63–66]. Thus, it can be
expected that the mixed and broadleaf tree species had higher drought and heat tolerance
and were less sensitive to heat anomalies. This may be the reason why the NEE anomalies
at the DK-Sor [67] and It-Col (deciduous broadleaf forest) [68] sites were evenly distributed
and a positive temperature anomaly led to both increased CO2 uptake (blue bars) and
increased CO2 release (red bars) (Figures 8a and 9a).
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Figure 7. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred simulta-
neously with extremely high (a,c) and low (b,d) temperatures during the warm (a,b) and cold (c,d)
seasons in evergreen needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies
of temperature and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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Figure 9. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred simul-
taneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) temperatures during the warm season in deciduous
broadleaf and needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies of
temperature and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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above the bars. 
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Figure 10. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) temperatures during the cold season in mixed
evergreen broadleaf, deciduous broadleaf, and needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of
cases where the anomalies of temperature and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown
above the bars.

Extremely high temperatures were also accompanied by positive anomalies of LE
(green bars in Figures 7–10) due to the intensification of evaporation processes with
increasing temperature. This relationship was observed in all forest types considered
(Figures 7a, 8a and 9a). At the same time, as shown in Figure S4.2, the temperature increase
led to growth in LE anomalies. Negative LE anomalies (yellow bars in Figures 7–10) during
the hot periods were very rare (less than 10% of days). The cold periods occurring during
the warm season mostly induced strong negative LE anomalies (Figures 7b, 8b and 9b) due
to the suppressed evaporation at low temperatures [69]. The temperature decrease resulted
in a reduction in negative LE anomalies (Figure S4.2).

The response of NEE fluxes to negative temperature anomalies varied significantly
among forest types and even among forests within a forest biome, depending on forest
species composition, forest location, and landscape characteristics (Figures 7–9,
Figures S5.3 and S5.4).

At three stations located in mixed forests and at the FR-Pue station, located in ev-
ergreen broadleaf forests (Figure 8b), CO2 uptake (blue bars) increased with decreasing
temperature, indicating more favorable conditions for photosynthesis at relatively low
summer temperatures. However, positive NEE anomalies, associated with higher CO2
release (red bars), occurred more frequently than negative ones at most of the stations lo-
cated in evergreen coniferous forests (Figure 7b) and in deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf
forests (Figure 9b). This effect may lead to several causes and may be closely related to
local microclimate and soil moisture conditions [19].

Thus, the positive and negative temperature anomalies in both evergreen coniferous
forests and deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf forests resulted in prevailing positive NEE
anomalies. The temperature effect on NEE and LE fluxes during the warm season did
not differ significantly between boreal and temperate forests, with similar controlling
mechanisms involved. Under positive temperature anomalies, it may be determined by
suppressed assimilation processes due to high temperature and insufficient soil mois-
ture [70–72], as well as a higher decomposition rate of soil organic matter and higher
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autotrophic respiration [21]. Under negative temperature anomalies, it may be caused by a
large reduction in GPP at lower temperatures [73].

Comparing the effect of positive and negative temperature anomalies on NEE and
LE, we can see that extremely high temperatures had a stronger effect on NEE and LE
fluxes than air temperature decreases during the warm season (Figures 8 and 9). This
suggests that heat waves may be the most important drivers of CO2 and H2O budgets in
temperate and boreal forests. It is noteworthy that drought can also have a very strong
impact on forest ecosystems, but in this study we did not directly consider the effect of
drought, as drought is a much more complex ecological event than just the precipitation
deficit analyzed in this study.

3.1.2. Variation in NEE and LE Flux in Cold Season

The influence of temperature anomalies on NEE of forest ecosystems during the cold
season was mainly manifested by changes in the ecosystem respiration rate depending
on the air temperature oscillation. The anomalies of the LE were also closely related to
the variations of the temperature and the solar radiation. The number of considered forest
ecosystems was reduced to 21, because at 5 out of 26 considered stations there was no
possibility to detect the cold season because the duration of the period with negative
temperatures never exceeded 7 days.

In the evergreen needleleaf forests, the strong NEE and LE anomalies (exceeding STD)
occurred rather rarely during extremely cold periods; at most stations, less than 10% of
extremely cold days were characterized by extreme flux anomalies (Figure 7d). This may
be the result of a general weakening of the CO2 and H2O fluxes during the winter months.
The thaws (temperature higher than 95% quantile) mostly caused increased CO2 emissions
(red bars on Figure 7c) due to intensified ecosystem respiration. The results are in good
agreement with recent findings of increased CO2 release in northern permafrost regions
during winter, which has accelerated recent Arctic warming and permafrost thawing [74,75].

In other forest types south of evergreen coniferous forests, extremely low temperatures
mostly led to negative NEE anomalies (blue bars in Figure 10b), whereas high temperatures
mostly led to positive NEE anomalies (red bars in Figure 10a). Soil respiration was expected
to be a major driver of ecosystem fluxes in winter [76,77].

The decreased evaporation (yellow bars) was associated with more than 20% of the
days with extremely low temperatures at 6 out of 21 stations, whereas at other stations,
the anomalies were minimal (Figures 7d and 10b). On the contrary, the periods of win-
ter temperature increase more often resulted in positive anomalies of LE (green bars in
Figures 7c and 10a), which was the common feature for warm and cold seasons.

3.2. The Response of NEE and LE Fluxes to Extreme Precipitation

Since the precipitation characteristics (type, intensity, duration, etc.) are drastically
different between the warm and cold seasons, and thus may induce different responses in
NEE and LE fluxes, we analyzed the warm and cold seasons separately. The identification
of the periods was the same as in the previous section describing the influence of extreme
temperatures. Two characteristics of the precipitation regime were used for the analysis:
the daily precipitation amount, which characterizes the immediate effect of heavy rains
on NEE and LE fluxes, and the API index, which captures the prolonged cumulative
precipitation effect.

3.2.1. Variation in NEE and LE Flux in Warm Season

In almost all forest types considered in our study, heavy precipitation led to increased
CO2 emissions into the atmosphere (red bars in Figures 11–16). There was also a slight
increase in the NEE anomaly with increasing precipitation (Figure S6.1). In the mixed
evergreen needleleaf and broadleaf forests, up to 40–70% of days with extreme precipita-
tion were associated with positive NEE anomalies above STD (Figures 11a and 12a). In
deciduous forests, the percentage was slightly lower: 30–50% (Figure 12b). The observed
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response may be related to the well-known “Birch effect” [34], which is manifested by a
strong CO2 release after rewetting of dry soils, resulting from increased soil moisture and
enhanced decomposition and mineralization rates.

The prolonged effect of soil wetting on NEE fluxes was estimated using the API index.
It was more often associated with strong negative NEE anomalies (blue bars) than with
extreme daily precipitation. Although CO2 emissions (red bars) exceeded CO2 uptake
(blue bars) in mixed (Figure 14a) and evergreen needleleaf forests (Figure 13a), as well
as in deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf forests (Figure 15a), the difference between the
percentage of days with positive and negative anomalies was rather small (between 2
and 20%). Negative and positive NEE anomalies were evenly distributed during days
with extreme API values in evergreen broadleaf forests (Figure 14a). The increase in CO2
uptake during the period following heavy precipitation (API in our study was calculated
as the weighted total precipitation for the preceding 14 days) was due to intensified
photosynthesis in living plants in the case of sunny weather and sufficient soil moisture
conditions [78].

The precipitation deficit, represented by extremely low API values, was associated
with high CO2 uptake in most considered forest ecosystems. In the absence of prolonged soil
drought, this trend demonstrated the high adaptive potential of the most temperate and boreal
forest ecosystems to adapt to short-term (less than 14 days) periods without precipitation.
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Figure 11. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high precipitation during the warm (a) and cold (b) seasons in
evergreen needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies of
precipitation and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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Figure 12. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high precipitation during the warm (a,b) and cold (c) seasons in
mixed and evergreen broadleaf forests (a), deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf forests (b), and mixed
deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf forests (c) (see text for details). The number of cases where the
anomalies of precipitation and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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Figure 13. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high (a,c) and low (b,d) API during warm (a,b) and cold (c,d) seasons
in evergreen needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies of API
and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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Figure 14. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) API during the warm season in mixed and
evergreen broadleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies of API
and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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Figure 15. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred sim-
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Figure 15. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) API during the warm season in deciduous
broadleaf and needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases where the anomalies of
API and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.
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ultaneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) API during the cold season in mixed evergreen 
broadleaf, deciduous broadleaf, and needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases 
where the anomalies of API and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars. 

The prolonged effect of soil wetting on NEE fluxes was estimated using the API in-
dex. It was more often associated with strong negative NEE anomalies (blue bars) than 
with extreme daily precipitation. Although CO2 emissions (red bars) exceeded CO2 up-
take (blue bars) in mixed (Figure 14a) and evergreen needleleaf forests (Figure 13a), as 
well as in deciduous broadleaf and needleleaf forests (Figure 15a), the difference between 
the percentage of days with positive and negative anomalies was rather small (between 2 
and 20%). Negative and positive NEE anomalies were evenly distributed during days 
with extreme API values in evergreen broadleaf forests (Figure 14a). The increase in CO2 
uptake during the period following heavy precipitation (API in our study was calculated 
as the weighted total precipitation for the preceding 14 days) was due to intensified 
photosynthesis in living plants in the case of sunny weather and sufficient soil moisture 
conditions [78]. 

The precipitation deficit, represented by extremely low API values, was associated 
with high CO2 uptake in most considered forest ecosystems. In the absence of prolonged 
soil drought, this trend demonstrated the high adaptive potential of the most temperate 
and boreal forest ecosystems to adapt to short-term (less than 14 days) periods without 
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The evergreen needleleaf forests had high CO2 uptake during the warm season for 
9–28% of the days with low API (blue bars in Figure 13b). Positive NEE anomalies (red 
bars) occurred more frequently than negative ones during the dry periods in only two 
evergreen needleleaf forests in North America: a black spruce forest in Alaska (US-Uaf) 
[79] and an over-mature Douglas fir/western hemlock forest (US-Wrc) [80]. In both eco-
system types, the high sensitivity of conifers to a lack of precipitation can be explained by 
the low adaptive capacity of woody plants to soil drought, e.g., due to the shallow root 
system. Such an effect may also be due to the low water storage capacity of the soil ho-
rizons or a number of other reasons. In the black spruce forest, this phenomenon was due 
to permafrost, whereas in the Douglas fir/western hemlock forest, it can be attributed to 

Figure 16. The percentage of days when NEE and LE anomalies greater than 1 STD occurred
simultaneously with extremely high (a) and low (b) API during the cold season in mixed evergreen
broadleaf, deciduous broadleaf, and needleleaf forests (see text for details). The number of cases
where the anomalies of API and NEE/LE were observed on the same day is shown above the bars.

The evergreen needleleaf forests had high CO2 uptake during the warm season for
9–28% of the days with low API (blue bars in Figure 13b). Positive NEE anomalies (red
bars) occurred more frequently than negative ones during the dry periods in only two
evergreen needleleaf forests in North America: a black spruce forest in Alaska (US-Uaf) [79]
and an over-mature Douglas fir/western hemlock forest (US-Wrc) [80]. In both ecosystem
types, the high sensitivity of conifers to a lack of precipitation can be explained by the low
adaptive capacity of woody plants to soil drought, e.g., due to the shallow root system.
Such an effect may also be due to the low water storage capacity of the soil horizons
or a number of other reasons. In the black spruce forest, this phenomenon was due to
permafrost, whereas in the Douglas fir/western hemlock forest, it can be attributed to
hilly topography and high runoff. High CO2 uptake during dry periods was observed in
all evergreen, deciduous, and mixed forests studied (blue bars in Figures 14b and 15b),
except for coniferous broadleaf mixed forests in the northernmost part of Japan. This was
apparently due to the higher resistance of mixed forest stands to drought events compared
to monospecific forests [81,82].

In the larch (needleleaf deciduous) forest, the lack of precipitation resulted in higher
CO2 emissions (positive NEE anomaly) (red bars in Figure 15b), indicating stressed photo-
synthesis caused by a lack of precipitation and reduced soil wetness.

In most of the analyzed temperate and boreal forests, heavy precipitation was asso-
ciated with strong negative LE flux anomalies (yellow bars in Figures 11–16), indicating
suppressed evaporation due to the high water vapor pressure in the air during and af-
ter precipitation, as well as reduced incoming solar radiation due to cloudy weather
(Figures 11a and 12a,b). The observed positive LE anomalies were associated with in-
creased evaporation after precipitation events due to both increased plant transpiration
and interception evaporation (Figure S6.3) [83].

The effect of an extremely high API index on LE was almost opposite to the effect of
extremely high precipitation on LE, indicating the strong difference between the evapo-
ration response to the instantaneous and prolonged effect of soil wetting. On days with
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heavy precipitation, the air is usually highly saturated with water vapor, and clouds reduce
incoming solar radiation, which also significantly limits the rate of evapotranspiration. On
the other hand, after periods of heavy precipitation, transpiration and evaporation rates
can be relatively high due to sufficient soil moisture, especially under warm and sunny
weather conditions [84].

In the evergreen needleleaf forests at 6 (Ca-Ca3, Ca-LP1, FI-Sod, IT-Ren, US-NR1,
US-Uaf) of 11 flux stations, the increase in evapotranspiration was more frequent during
wet periods—up to 29% of the days in which API > STD were characterized by positive
anomalies of LE fluxes (green bars in Figure 13a), and the dry periods resulted in weaker
evaporation (yellow bars in Figure 13b) in only 4 of 6 flux stations (Ca-LP1, FI-Sod, US-
NR1, US-Uaf). Obviously, the soil moisture completely controls the intensity of LE fluxes
in the atmosphere. However, in the Douglas fir forest in Canada (Ca-Ca3) [85] and in
the mountainous spruce forest in Italy (IT-Ren) [86], positive LE anomalies (green bars)
dominated on days with both extremely low and high API. The Italian spruce forest was
unevenly aged, with a high proportion of old trees. Several studies have shown that such
older stands tend to be more resilient to climate stress than managed younger forests [12].

At five stations located in the evergreen coniferous forests (Figure 13a), reduced evap-
otranspiration (yellow bars) occurred during wet periods (up to 28% of days with strong
negative LE anomalies). The opposite LE anomalies were associated with a precipitation
deficit (Figure 13b) at these stations (with the exception of the spruce forest in European
Russia, Ru-Fyo [87,88]), with increased evaporation (green bars) under dry conditions
(small API). This was probably due to changes in net radiation, as rainy periods are usually
associated with cloudy weather and decreased incoming solar radiation, whereas dry
conditions coincide with high incoming radiation.

In the mixed forests of Belgium (Be-Bra) and Canada (Ca-Gro) and deciduous and
evergreen broadleaf forests (US-Pfa), high API values were associated with decreased
evapotranspiration (yellow bars in Figures 14a and 15a), whereas low API values were
associated with increased evapotranspiration (green bars in Figures 14b and 15b). It is
noteworthy that the difference between negative and positive anomalies was rather small.
In the deciduous needleleaf (Ru-Skp) and broadleaf forests of Italy and France, wet periods
were accompanied by strong (green bars in Figure 15a) and dry periods of weak evaporation
(yellow bars in Figure 15b). In the first case, the net radiation likely had a more significant
effect on LE, whereas in the second case, it was the soil moisture. In the mixed forest of
Japan (TSE) [89], increased evapotranspiration dominated, with no apparent dependence
on the API index (Figure 14a,b).

3.2.2. Variation in NEE and LE Flux in Cold Season

In contrast to the warm season, when precipitation has both direct and indirect effects
on CO2 and H2O fluxes through changes in soil moisture content that affect GPP and RE,
plant transpiration, and soil evaporation, during the cold season in boreal and temperate
forests under negative temperatures and permanent snow cover, the physical and biological
mechanisms of both direct and indirect effects of precipitation on CO2 and H2O fluxes
are completely absent. During the cold season, the response of CO2 and H2O fluxes to
anomalous precipitation and API can only be expected at the beginning and the end of the
cold season, before and after the establishment of permanent snow cover and while the
ground is not frozen. Such effects can also be observed during prolonged thaw periods
without snow cover. A stronger influence of precipitation on atmospheric fluxes is expected
in forests in more southerly regions, where positive temperatures prevail during the winter
months and there is no stable snow cover (beech forests in Denmark (DK-Sor) and Italy
(IT-Col)) [90]. Prolonged thaw periods with a complete absence of snow cover are very
common in mid-latitude regions with maritime climates. In the same areas and during
the same time periods under positive air and soil temperatures, the effects of the lack of
precipitation and the soil moisture deficiency (low API) on CO2 and H2O fluxes can also
be expected.
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In our study, we paid more attention to mid-latitude forest ecosystems under warmer
climatic conditions (with high winter thaw frequency, including stations without permanent
snow cover), where the direct and indirect influence of precipitation on CO2 and H2O
fluxes could be revealed. The Ru-SkP, Ru-Fyo, US-Uag, US-Pfa, Fi-Hyy, Fi-Sod, Ca-Oas,
Ca-Gro, and Ca-Sbo stations were excluded from the analysis of the precipitation effect on
CO2 and H2O fluxes during the cold season.

In the beech forest in Denmark (Dk-Sor) (forest site with no permanent snow cover
in winter) [67], the percentage of strongly negative NEE anomalies (blue bars) exceeded
strongly positive anomalies during extremely high precipitation days (Figure 12c). At
other stations located in mixed, evergreen, and deciduous broadleaf forests, the difference
between the probabilities of strong negative or positive anomalies was negligible.

The NEE response to the cumulative strong precipitation forcing (API > STD) was
not significantly different from the simultaneous response in evergreen needleleaf forests
(Figure 13c): Increased CO2 emissions (red bars) were observed at most stations. However,
the difference between negative and positive anomalies was smaller compared to precipi-
tation, and in the mountainous spruce forest of Italy (IT-Ren) [86], the CO2 uptake (blue
bar) even exceeded the CO2 release (red bar). The high CO2 uptake associated with the wet
periods was also observed in old beech forests in Heinich, Germany (DE-Hai) [91] and in
Denmark (Dk-Sor), whereas in evergreen broadleaf forests the strong emission occurred
more frequently (Figure 16a).

The dry periods occurring during the cold season (low API) led to intense CO2 uptake
at most stations (blue bars in Figures 13d and 16b), similar to the warm season. The
maximum percentage of days with strong negative NEE anomalies (blue bar) that were
associated with low API (about 40%) was observed in the mixed forest of Switzerland
(CH-Lae) [92].

The relationship between LE fluxes and precipitation during the cold season var-
ied across ecosystems, as well as within a single biome. Heavy precipitation resulted
in increased evaporation at several stations located in the evergreen needleleaf forests
(Figure 11b). The opposite effect was detected in most broadleaf forest ecosystems (LE
anomalies lower—STD during heavy precipitation) (Figures 11b and 12b), corresponding
to the main trends found at these stations during the warm season. Evaporation at these
stations can be suppressed by the high water vapor pressure in the air during and after
precipitation, as well as by reduced incoming solar radiation due to cloudy weather.

The response of LE to anomalous API (API > STD) was more uniform within forest
ecosystems: Positive LE anomalies dominated in evergreen needleleaf (green bars in
Figure 13c) and mixed forests (green bars in Figure 16a), whereas deciduous and evergreen
broadleaf forests exhibited negative LE anomalies (yellow bars in Figure 16a). The exception
was the beech forest in Italy (IT-Col), with positive LE anomalies associated with high
API. Prevailing positive temperatures during the winter period at the forest site, late leaf
fall, and early leaf emergence may have resulted in higher transpiration rates (during the
periods when the foliage is present) under sufficient soil moisture conditions (high API).

The extremely low API led to the opposite LE anomalies: negative in evergreen
needleleaf (yellow bars in Figure 13d) and mixed forests (yellow bars in Figure 16b). In
spruce forests in the Czech Republic (CZ-BK1) [62], low API was accompanied by high LE
(green bar).

Considering the absence of direct effects of precipitation on CO2 and H2O fluxes
during the winter period in most of the considered forest ecosystems, some identified
relationships between precipitation and flux anomalies, especially in forests located in
northern latitudes, may have been due to the combined effects of several atmospheric
factors, especially temperature, on atmospheric fluxes. In many cases, such a combined
effect of temperature and precipitation can lead to positive NEE (red bars) and LE (green
bars) anomalies. Solar radiation may also have had an influence, leading to negative
anomalies in NEE and positive anomalies in LE during periods of snow melt, including
periods without precipitation.
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4. Conclusions

The analysis of NEE and LE flux feedback to extreme weather conditions associated
with high/low temperature and precipitation revealed a large diversity of flux responses
in temperate and boreal forests, primarily related to forest type but also varying with
geographic location, regional climate conditions, plant species composition and age, and
other biotic and abiotic factors.

The main conclusions of our study are the following:

• The strong seasonal variability of atmospheric fluxes in response to weather extremes
was found to be caused by differences in forest type, plant phenology, and functional
traits, and the resilience of different tree species to atmospheric forcing.

• In the mid-latitudes, extreme temperature and precipitation had comparable effects
on the NEE and LE fluxes, in contrast to the tropics, where the effect of precipitation
on the fluxes dominated [45].

• Positive NEE anomalies were more frequent than negative anomalies in both the
summer and the winter season. Extreme weather conditions were mostly associated
with increased CO2 emissions rather than CO2 uptake, due to suppressed assimilation
processes associated with extremely hot and dry periods, a greater reduction in GPP
at lower temperatures, and higher decomposition rates of soil organic matter and
autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration during wet periods.

• Extremely high temperatures had a stronger effect on NEE and LE fluxes than air
temperature decreases, with a more pronounced difference during the warm season.
During the warm season, extremely high temperatures usually led to increased CO2
emissions in all forest types, with the largest response in boreal coniferous forests,
whereas air temperature decreases mostly led to an intensification of CO2 uptake. Dur-
ing the cold season, extremely low temperatures were not accompanied by significant
NEE anomalies, and the thaws had a significant impact on NEE, mostly leading to
increased CO2 emissions due to intensified ecosystem respiration. The response of
LE fluxes to temperature variations did not change significantly over the year, with
higher temperatures leading to an increase in LE and lower temperatures leading to a
decrease in LE.

• The relationships of CO2 and LE fluxes with precipitation extremes were more hetero-
geneous than the temperature changes. The key finding of the study is the opposite
immediate and delayed responses of NEE and LE fluxes to heavy precipitation, in-
dicating a more important dependence of CO2 and LE on sufficient or deficient soil
moisture than on the presence or absence of precipitation. The immediate response to
heavy precipitation was, in most cases, an increase in CO2 emissions and a decrease in
LE. In the warm season, the cumulative effect of heavy precipitation was the opposite
of the immediate effect, resulting in enhanced CO2 uptake and higher LE. During
the cold season, the cumulative effect of precipitation was similar to the immediate
effect—increased CO2 emissions during wet periods.

• An unexpected type of relationship was detected for the precipitation deficit con-
ditions: In most of the forest types considered, low API values (determined for
14 antecedent days) were associated with enhanced CO2 uptake during both sea-
sons, indicating that soil moisture is not a limiting factor for photosynthesis in these
ecosystems. In addition, the incoming solar radiation was greater during periods
without cloud cover and associated precipitation, resulting in higher rates of plant
photosynthesis.

• The response of LE fluxes to cumulative precipitation forcing could be divided into
two types, with almost equal numbers of stations in each group. The first type of
relationship consisted of increased evaporation during the wet periods and decreased
evaporation during the precipitation deficit. The second type was characterized by a
high API value with a decrease in evaporation and a low API value with an increase
in evaporation.
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The variety of forest responses to anomalous temperature and precipitation clearly
indicates a complex system of interactions between weather anomalies and CO2 fluxes and
evaporation as indicators of the living conditions of the vegetation cover and soil biota.
Obviously, the study of such interactions should be expanded to include more flux stations
and flux measurements over longer time periods.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cli11100206/s1, S1. Comparisons of daily temperature from
ERA5 reanalysis and FLUXNET data sets: Figure S1.1. Scatter plots for analyzed stations of daily
temperature from ERA5 reanalysis versus FLUXNET data sets. The period is specified in the paren-
theses of the plot title. S2. Statistical analysis of temperature and precipitation trends: Figure S2.1.
Sequential Mann–Kendall test for the air temperature (a) and precipitation (b) averaged over all grid
cells situated north of 40◦ N. Figure S2.2. Sequential Mann–Kendall test for the air temperature (a) and
precipitation (b) averaged over grid cells situated north of 40◦ N with detected trend turning points.
S3. Temporal variability of daily temperature anomalies, precipitation, and NEE and LE anomalies:
Figure S3.1. Temporal variability of daily temperature anomalies, precipitation, API, and NEE and
LE flux anomalies for the evergreen needleleaf forest of western Canada (CA-Ca3). S4. Relationships
between daily NEE anomalies and daily air temperatures: Figure S4.1. Relationships between daily
NEE anomalies and daily extremely high air temperature (T > Q95) (a,b) and precipitation (P > Q95)
(c,d) for selected flux stations in deciduous broadleaf (a,c) and evergreen needleleaf (b,d) forest types.
Figure S4.2. Relationships between daily positive (a,b) and negative (c,d) LE anomalies and daily
extremely high (T > Q95) and low (T < Q5) air temperature for selected flux stations in deciduous
broadleaf (a,c) and evergreen needleleaf (b,d) forest types. S5. Relationships between daily NEE and
air temperature anomalies: Figure S5.1. Relationships between daily positive NEE (NEE anomalies
> 1 STD) and positive air temperature (T > Q95) anomalies for selected flux stations in deciduous
broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and evergreen broadleaf (d) forests. Figure S5.2.
Relationships between daily negative NEE (NEE anomalies < −1 STD) and positive air temperature
(T > Q95) anomalies for selected flux stations in deciduous broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b),
mixed (c), and evergreen broadleaf (d) forests. Figure S5.3. Relationships between daily positive
NEE (NEE anomalies > 1 STD) and negative air temperature (T < Q05) anomalies for selected flux
stations in deciduous broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and evergreen broadleaf
(d) forests. Figure S5.4. Relationships between daily negative NEE (NEE anomalies < −1 STD) and
negative air temperature (T < Q05) anomalies for selected flux stations in deciduous broadleaf (a),
evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and evergreen broadleaf (d) forests. S6. Relationships between
daily NEE and LE anomalies and daily extreme precipitation: Figure S6.1. Relationships between
daily positive NEE anomalies (NEE anomalies > 1 STD) and daily extreme precipitation (P > Q95)
for selected flux stations in deciduous broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and ev-
ergreen broadleaf (d) forests. Figure S6.2. Relationships between daily negative NEE anomalies
(NEE anomalies < −1 STD) and daily extreme precipitation (P > Q95) for selected flux stations in
deciduous broadleaf (a), mixed (b), and evergreen broadleaf (c) forests. Figure S6.3. Relationships
between daily positive LE flux anomalies (LE anomalies > 1 STD) and daily extreme precipitation
(P > Q95) for selected flux stations in deciduous broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and
evergreen broadleaf (d) forests Figure S6.4. Relationships between daily negative LE flux anomalies
(LE anomalies < −1 STD) and daily extreme precipitation (P > Q95) for selected flux stations in
deciduous broadleaf (a), evergreen needleleaf (b), mixed (c), and evergreen broadleaf (d) forests.
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